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REVEAL NEARS ON MYSTERY SUMMER FLAVOR
OGEEZ! TO ANNOUNCE SECRET 

SEASONAL GUMMY ON
FIRST DAY OF SUMMERThis summer is about to get a 

lot hotter with a new gummy 
that is expected to rock the 

seasonal-flavor landscape. 
Mystery is mounting around a 

new limited-edition gummy, which 
OGeez! is launching on June 21. 
The gummy will only be available 
through the summer. 

Sports Book operators throughout 
Arizona told The Dispatch that cus-
tomers were flooding in to place bets 
on what the new flavor will be.

“Wagers are at an all-time high,” 
said one commissioner at the Ari-
zona Department of Gaming. “The 
number of bets on OGeez’s summer 
flavor is about to surpass the num-

bers we’re seeing for all other sports 
teams combined.”

One OGeez! groupie said she is 
considering wagering her four-bed-
room Scottsdale home because she 
is so confident that the new flavor is 
going to be mango. But others were 
just as adamant in their guesses of 
kiwi, pineapple and pina colada.

OGeez! officials said they’ve 
been through thousands of rounds of 
taste-testing and that the new flavor 
will have major consequences for the 
seasonal-flavoring industry. 

“The stakes are high,” said a 
source inside the company. “All 
I can say is that this flavor will be 
memorable.” 

By Jada R. Flower

PARTY ALERT! Bust out your swimsuit 
and sunscreen. OGeez! 
is partnering with Maya 

Day Club in Scottsdale to add 
some serious flavor to one of 
Arizona’s top pool-party desti-
nations this summer. Party-go-
ers at the events — which will 
feature some of the area’s best 
DJs — can look forward to a 
special OGeez! summer-in-
spired cocktail, complete with a 
non-medicated gummy garnish, 
plus OGeez! giveaways and a 
pool adorned with OGeez! float-
ies. Guests will also receive a to-
ken for a complimentary bag of 
OGeez! gummies at a dispensary 
that will be announced before 
the first party. The OGeez! sum-

mer takeovers will take place on 
June 25, July 30 and August 20 
and the OGeez! signature cock-
tail will be available at Maya all 
summer. Stay tuned for more 
details!

- The Dispatch Staff
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Fruits and Creams both claim wins in Gummyville Municipal Court

The Fruits and the Creams each walked 
away with a “mini” victory from their 
hearing in Gummyville Municipal 

Court last month.
Judge Carol Joint denied the Creams 

request for a preliminary injunction to stop 
OGeez! from rolling out the mini in tropical 
— a fruit flavor, rather than a cream. But the 
judge mandated OGeez! to introduce the mini 
to the Arizona market in a cream within the 
next 18 months. 

“There’s high demand for these minis in a 
variety of flavors,” Judge Joint stated in her 
386-page ruling. “While the Creams presented 
a strong case, there is no legal precedent for 
this court to deny the public the tremendous 

benefits of a delicious tropical mini flavor, but 
public opinion clearly shows that a cream is 
needed, too.”

A Fruit union official with Local 420 said 
only that the Fruits were “pleased” with the 
ruling. A representative for the Creams said 
that while they respected Judge Joint’s deci-
sion that they would consider appealing to 
Gummyville’s Sixteenth Circuit to obtain the 
injunction.

Meanwhile, OGeez! executives announced 
a five-point plan to smooth over relations 
between the Fruits and the Creams. “They 
are both delicious flavor profiles,” an OGeez! 
spokesperson said. “If they join forces the pos-
sibilities are endless.”

“There’s high 
demand for 

these minis in 
a variety of 
flavors.”
- Judge Carol Joint

By Maxwell J. Flayvoor

Ever wonder where the first bong came from? We can assure you 
it was not the smoke shop down the street. A 2013 excavation in 
Eastern Europe found golden bongs dating back 2,400 years that 

were reportedly used by Scythian tribal chiefs, according to Wikipedia. Before 
that recent discovery, the earliest known bongs were from 1,000-plus years 
ago. There’s also evidence of water pipes being invented in China during the 
16th century and spreading via the Silk Road. The word “bong” comes from 
the Thai word “buang,” which refers to bamboo bongs.

Fun Fact
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Why did you start the 
OGeez Fan Club?
I spent the last 25 years 
traveling the world taste 
testing gummies and oth-
er edibles and couldn’t 
believe it when I discov-
ered OGeez. I had never 
experienced anything 
like it before. The fla-
vors were ridiculously 
awesome and the impact 
of the gummy left me 
with a new view of my 
life and the world. 

How many gummies do 
you buy per month?
On average, I personally 
purchase about 3,000 
bags of gummies per 
month. But my top res-
olution for 2023 will be 
to increase that to 5,000 
bags per month.

Where do you buy your 
OGeez?
I like to spread the love to 
dispensaries throughout Ari-
zona. Next month, our chap-
ter of the OGeez! Fan Club is 
actually leading a dispensary 
road trip. We have 6.2 million 
members signed up so far and 
we’re going to hit every dis-
pensary that carries OGeez! 
in Arizona. Our itinerary is 
being finalized now. Dispen-
saries are already stocking 
up in anticipation. We’ll be 
traveling in a caravan of cars 
covered in OGeez! stickers. 
You won’t miss us!

OGEEZ HISTORY

Calvin OGeez — Can-
die’s son and another 
descendant of com-

pany founder, Cremiline 
— made a life-changing de-
cision in June 1956. Calvin, 
who was 20 years old at the 
time, was at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology 
double majoring in flavor 
profiling and gelatin science 
with the intention of going 
into the family business. But 
in June 1956, when he heard 

Elvis Presley’s “Heartbreak 
Hotel,” the musician’s first 
major hit, he changed course. 
Despite Candie’s best efforts 
to convince him otherwise, 
Calvin decided to take up 
the guitar and try his hand at 
songwriting. While he never 
established a following in 
the United States, he became 
a local musical celebrity in 
Jamaica and had a major 
influence on Bob Marley

-The Dispatch Staff.

Spotlight on 
an OGeez’s 
Super Fan

Mary K. Jane is the co-founder 
and president of the Arizona 
branch of the OGeez! Fan 
Club. The group, which 
launched six months ago, 
has 22.2 million dues-pay-
ing members and enroll-

ment is climbing fast. The 
Dispatch sat down with Ms. 

Jane last month.
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SIGN-UP FOR 
ALL THINGS 
OGEEZ!

“Eating 10 at a time probably isn’t considered 
‘Mirco-dosing’...”
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